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ABSTRACT

We derive expressions for the dierent linear and decision feedback equalizers in burst mode in the multichannel case. Among them we derive the class of unbiased minimum mean squared error equalizers. Optimal
burst mode lters are found to be time-varying. Performance comparisons between these equalizers are done
in terms of SNR and probability of error: these measures depend on the position in the burst. We study
furthermore the performance when symbols are known
or not at the edges of the burst and compare it to the
continuous processing level. Finally we show that (timeinvariant) continuous processing applied to burst mode
can be organized to give suciently good performance,
so that optimal (time-varying) burst processing implementation can be avoided.

1 INTRODUCTION

We consider here a FIR multichannel model. The multiple FIR channels are due to oversampling of a single
received signal and/or the availability of multiple received signals from an array of antennas (in the context
of mobile digital communications). To further develop
the case of oversampling, consider linear digital modulation over a linear channel with additive noise so that
the cyclostationary received signal can be written as
y(t) =

X
k

h(t ; kT )a(k) + v(t)

(1)

where the a(k) are the transmitted symbols, T is the
symbol period and h(t) is the channel impulse response.
The channel is assumed to be FIR with duration NT
(approximately). If the received signal is oversampled
at the rate mT (or if m dierent received signals are captured by m sensors every T seconds, or a combination
of both), the discrete input-output relationship can be
written as:

y(k) =

NX
;1
i=0

h(i)a(k;i) + v(k) = H AN (k) + vk
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H=h(N ;1)    h(0)] AN (k)=aH (k;N+1)    aH (k)H
where the subscript i denotes the ith channel and superscript H denotes Hermitian transpose. In the case
of oversampling, yi (k)  i = 1 : : : m represent the m
phases of the polyphase representation of the oversampled signal: yi (k) = y(t0 + (k + mi )T). In this representation, we get a discrete-time circuit in which the
sampling rate is the symbol rate. Its output is a vector
signal corresponding to a SIMO (Single Input Multiple
Output) or vector channel consisting of m SISO discretetime channels where m is the sum of the oversampling
factors usedPforN ;the
possibly multiple antenna signals.
Let H(z) = i=01 h(i)z ;i = HH1 (z)    HHm (z)]H be the
SIMO channel transfer function. Consider additive independent white Gaussian noise vk with rvv (k;i) =
E v(k)vH (i) = v2 Im ki. Assume we receive M samples:
Y M (k) = TM (H ) AM +N ;1(k) + V M (k) (2)
where Y M (k)=yH (k;M+1)    yH (k)]H and similarly
for V M (k), and TM (H ) is a block Toepliz matrix with
M block rows and H 0m(M ;1)] as rst block row.

2 BURST TRANSMISSION

We consider a transmission by burst in which detection
is done burst by burst. We suppose that the channel is
time-invariant during the transmission of a burst.
In the input burst, denoted B, some symbols are
known: n1 at the beginning, grouped in the vector A1,
and n2 at the end, grouped in the vector A2 . The total
length of the burst is M+n1+n2 we want to detect the
M central unknown symbols, grouped in the vector A.
For that purpose, we will consider as observation data,
Yobs , the channel outputs that contain only symbols of
burst B (the symbols to be detected or the known symbols of the burst), and not outputs containing symbols
of neighbouring bursts: see g. 1. The input-ouput relationship (2) between the observation data Y obs and B

is written in simplied notation as Y obs = TB B + V .
More data could be considered also, but this possibiblity
will not be explored in this paper.
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Figure 1: Burst Transmission
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3 BURST-MODE EQUALIZERS

In this section, we derive the expressions for the dierent equalizers in burst mode. Some related work can be
found in 1]. Linear Equalizers (LE) and Decision Feedback Equalizers (DFE) are considered for the Minimum
Mean Squared Error (MMSE), the MMSE Zero-Forcing
(MMSE ZF), the Unbiased MMSE (UMMSE) criteria.
In the following, we consider the decomposition
Y obs = TB B + V = T1A1 + T A + T2A2 + V , where
TiAi represents the contribution of the symbols in Ai .
We will denote: Y = T A + V = Y obs ; T1 A1 ; T2 A2,
the processing data.
The dierent equalizers are linear estimators of the
input symbols. Linear equalizers give linear estimates
given Y obs , A1 and A2 . DFEs give linear estimates given
Y obs, A1 and A2, as well as the decisions on the previous
input symbols. We shall assume those previous decisions
to be error-free.

3.1 Linear Equalizers

3.1.1 The MMSE Linear Equalizer
0H  H


Given the observations Y = Y obs AH1 AH2 H ,
the linear MMSE estimator of A is:

Ab = RAY R;Y1 Y
0

0

0

Y 0 = RAY R;Y1Y Y

(3)

The last equality the proof of which is omitted shows
that linear estimation in terms of Y 0 is the same as in
terms of Y : the optimal processing can be seen as eliminating rst the contributions of known symbols from
the observation data Y obs to get Y and then applying
the MMSE equalizer determined on the basis of Y . For
the other equalizers, the previous result is also true but
will not be restated. From equation (3):
;1
2
Ab = a2 T H (a2 T T H +v2 I);1 Y = T H T + v2 I T H Y
a
(4)
The last equality is obtained via the matrix inversion
2
lemma. We will denote R = T H T + v2 I.
a

In the continuous processing case, the MMSE equalizer gives the output:
;1
2

v
+
(5)
^ak = H (q)H(q) + 2 I H + (q)yk
a
where H + (z) = H H (1=z  ) and q;1 yk = yk;1. By analogy with the continuous processing case, we can nd
interpretations for the expression (4) in ltering terms:
 T H represents the multichannel matched lter. It
is toeplitz, banded and upper triangular, which implies that the ltering is time-invariant, FIR and
anticausal.
 R;1 is the FIR denominator of an IIR lter, it is
non-causal.
The lters are in general time-varying.
We dene the MSE of the ith symbol as:
MSEi = E(Ab ; A)(Ab ; A)H ii
(6)
and the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the ith symbol:
a2
SNRi = MSE
(7)
i

For the burst mode MMSE LE:2
SNRi = 2 (Ra;1)
v

ii

(8)

It has to be noted that the SNR depends on the position
of the symbol in the burst. This remark will also valid
for the other equalizers.
3.1.2 The MMSE-ZF Linear Equalizer

The MMSE ZF LE corresponds to the Best Linear
Unbiased Estimator (BLUE). Given the linear model:
Y = T A + V , the BLUE is given by:
AbBLUE = (T H R;V 1V T );1 T H R;V 1V Y
(9)
= (T H R;Y1Y T );1T H R;Y1Y Y

So the MMSE ZF is:
Ab = (T H T );1 T H Y
(10)
The output burst mode SNR is:
2
SNRi = 2 ((T HaT );1 )
(11)
ii
v
In the continuous processing case, the MMSE ZF LE
output is:
;

a^k = H + (q)H(q) ;1 H + (q)yk
(12)
3.1.3 The Unbiased MMSE Linear Equalizer

A MMSE equalizer produces a biased estimate of the
symbol ak . This bias increases the probability of error
2]. The Unbiased MMSE LE is the element-wise BLUE
and is given by:
;1
2
I ; v2 diag(R;1) R;1T H
a

(13)

We will not derive the expression of the DFEs but will
expose a way to get their expression from the LEs.
3.2.1 MMSE DFE and MMSE ZF DFE

For the MMSE LE, we consider the UDL factorization
of R = LH DL. For the MMSE ZF LE, we consider
the UDL factorization of T H T = LH DL. The ouput of
these two equalizers can then be written as:
Ab = L;1D;1 L;H T H Y = D;1 L;H T H Y ; (L ; I)Ab
(16)
b
The DFE operation consists in taking (L ; I)dec(A)
b
instead of (L ; I)A, where dec is the decision operation.
The symbol estimator is then:
b
Ab = D;1 L;H T H Y ; (L ; I)dec(A)
(17)
The forward lter consists in the cascade of the multichannel matched lter and an anticausal lter D;1 L;H .
L ; I is a strictly causal lter, so that the feedback operation involves only past decisions.
If we suppose past decisions to be good, the SNR is:
2
(18)
SNRi = 2 (Da;1 )
ii
v
In the continuous processing case:
H + (q) y ; (G(q) ; 1)dec(^a )
^ak = dG
(19)
k
+ (q) k
where H + (q)H(q) + va2 = G+ (q)dG(q), G(q) is causal
and G(1) = 1.
2

3.2.2 Unbiased MMSE DFE

The output of the Unbiased MMSE DFE is:
2
Ab = (I ; v2 D;1 );1 AbMMSE ;DFE
(20)
a
The burst output SNR is decreased by 1 with respect to
the MMSE DFE.
The continuous processing equalizer output is:
I dz
;1
2
2

v
1; 2 exp ; z ln(H +(z)H(z)+ a2 ) a^kMMSE ;DFE
a
v
(21)

In this section, we discuss the performance of the equalizers in terms of SNR and probability of error.

4.1 Case of no known symbols: n1=n2=0

In g. 2 (left), the SNR curves are drawn for a channel
H of length 7 with 3 subchannels and which coecients
where randomly chosen. The SNR per channel is 10dB.
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20

SNR at the output of the equalizers

It is simply a scaled version of the MMSE LE.
The SNR of the UMMSE LE is related to the SNR of
the MMSE LE:
SNRi (UMMSE LE) = SNRi (MMSE LE) ; 1 (14)
The advantage of the unbiased LE is that its probability of error is the lowest of all the (linear) equalizers.
Indeed for any unbiased equalizer, the probability of error is an increasing function of MSE (with a gaussian
approximation for residual ISI).
In the continuous processing case, the output of Unbiased MMSE
LE has for expression:
;1
2 I dz
2


v
a
+
1 ; 2 z H (z)H(z) + 2
a^kMMSE ;LE
a
v
(15)
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Figure 2: SNRs at the output of the dierent equalizers
when no symbols are known (left) and when N-1 symbols
at each end of the burst are known (right)
We notice that degradations appear at the ends of the
burst. The middle symbols appear in N outputs. When
no symbols are known, the rst and last unknown symbols of the burst appear in strictly less than N outputs,
so that there is less information about those symbols in
the observations.
The SNR in the middle of the burst converges to the
continuous processing level as the burst length increases:
burst processing is inferior to continuous processing in
this case.

4.2 Case of N-1 known symbols at each end

We suppose now that n1=n2=N-1. We drawn the SNR
curves in g. 2 (right). This time, burst processing performs better than continuous processing. The middle
observations contains N symbols. After eliminating the
contributions of the known symbols the outputs at the
edges contain strictly less than N symbols, so that there
is more information on those symbols, which are then
better estimated.

4.3 Equalizers Comparisons
4.3.1 In terms of SNR

 Burst DFEs have a better average performance
than the corresponding Burst LEs.

 MMSE Burst DFEs have a better average performance than ZF Burst DFEs.

 MMSE Burst LEs have a better average performance than ZF Burst LEs.

4.3.2 In terms of probabilities of error

For unbiased equalizers, a higher SNR implies a lower
probability of error: MMSE ZF equalizers will then have
a higher probability of error than the corresponding Unbiased MMSE equalizers. However, it is not obvious to
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Figure 3: Probability of Error for the ZF-DFE, the
MMSE-DFE and the Unbiased MMSE-DFE

5 APPLYING CONTINUOUS PROCESSING
EQUALIZERS TO THE BURST CASE

As already mentioned, burst processing involves timevarying lters. We may wonder if it is worth implementing these time-varying lters, and if simply applying the
lters corresponding to continuous processing in burst
mode could give acceptable performance.
For that purpose we will consider the case of N-1
known symbols at each end of the input burst. We will
show that the continuous processing lters also give better SNR at the ends of the burst than at the middle and
always give strictly better SNR than in the continuous
processing case.
For the LEs, the contributions of known symbols is removed from the observation data. For the DFEs, the initialization is done by putting the N-1 leading known bits
in the memory of the feedback lter. Only the trailing
known symbols are removed from the processing data.
In both cases, we put the channel outputs before and
after the data to be processed equal to zero. The only
dierence with the continuous processing case is that
we have a nite input symbol sequence, but also a nite
noise sequence.
For the LEs, the dierent reasonings will be held for
zero delay non-causal continuous processing lters. For

the DFEs, the forward lter is assumed to be anticausal
(zero delay) the feedback lter is causal and FIR (of
the same length as the channel). As the channel output
is zero outside the time interval of the processing data,
these lters will involve only a nite number of data.
In the MMSE ZF case, the MSE contains only the
noise contributions. Since the noise is only nite length,
the MSE is smaller at the edges. The MSE of MMSE
(unbiased or not) equalizers outputs contains residual
ISI also. This variance gets also reduced as the input
sequence becomes nite length.

5.1 MSE Calculations

The outputs of the dierent linear equalizers based on
the continuous processing lters may be written as:
Ab = F Y
(22)
where F is a structured matrix containing the coecients of the continuous processing lter.
In general:
MSEi = (a2 (F T ; I)(F T ; I)H + v2F F H )ii (23)
where F T = I in the ZF case.
The outputs of the dierent DFEs be may written as:
Ab = FY ; (B ; I 0 )A0
(24)


0
0
A contains A and the leading symbols, I = I 0 ,
F contains the coecients of the continuous processing
forward lter. B the coecients of the continuous processing feedback lter.
In general:
MSEi = (a2 (F T ; B)(F T ; B)H + v2F F H )ii (25)
where F T = B in the ZF case.
In g. 4, we compare performances.
24

23

SNR at the output of the equalizers

rank the MMSE equalizers w.r.t. the ZF equalizers because they are biased. In fact people would tend to believe that a MMSE equalizer performs better than the
corresponding MMSE-ZF equalizer. In the case of constant modulus modulations, MMSE equalizers have the
same performance as the corresponding unbiased MMSE
equalizers and so a higher performance than MMSE
ZF equalizers. For non constant-modulus constellations,
the bias in MMSE equalizers may have a stronger eect
than its higher SNR compared to MMSE-ZF equalizers. This is all the more true as the dierence in SNRs
between the dierent equalizers tends to be lower as
subchannels are added.
In g. 3, the probabilities of error of the central symbols are plotted for channel H for the dierent DFEs.
The input symbols belong to a 4-PAM constellation. We
notice that the MMSE equalizer has poorer performance
than the MMSE ZF equalizer for most symbols. Simulations with other channels gave the same result.
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Figure 4: SNR Curves in the case of optimal burst processing compared to continuous processing applied to
burst mode for the MMSE Linear Equalizer
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